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THE MANAGING DIRECTORS NOTE  

“ REFLECTING GRATEFULLY ON THE PAST AND LOOKING HOPEFULLY 

AT THE FUTURE” 

The year 2020 comes to an end and many would say that it was probably the most 
unexpectedly difficult year that we would have ever lived through. The last few dec-
ades have not seen a major war, devastating famines or diseases and most of us have 
had peaceful lives. 2020 changed that forever. 

Looking back at 2020 what began as a regular year changed rapidly.. There was a 
leadership transition in the hospital with Dr Uttam retiring and Dr Saira moving to 
Delhi as the ED. Life seemed to be moving on when there was news of this virus from 
Wuhan. To most of us this would have sounded like the numerous avian flu or H1N1 
epidemics of the past never affecting us in a major way. By March we knew that was 
not to be and by the middle of the year most of us were even unsure if we would 
make it through alive. With the rising numbers of cases it looked like we would be 
the worst hit being in such a vulnerable place like Raxaul. We had a large unprotect-
ed population of vulnerable people with an almost absent health care infrastructure 
to manage an outbreak. 

The lockdown was a time when we feared a severe drop in income as patients 
stopped coming. Income dropped drastically and we had the first wave of fear and 
panic. We however had time to plan and organize resources. We set up protocols and 
systems to follow. The hospital kept running and a trickle of patients kept coming in. 
We saw the tremendous negative impact of the lockdown on the migrant and vulner-
able populations. It was only much later that Covid made it through to Raxaul. Over 
60 or more staff and dependants became positive and there were numerous negative 
but symptomatic staff. We struggled with this as these staff would need to be quar-
antined for 14 days. There was lot of fear and anxiety in everyone’s hearts as to what 
will happen. People were genuinely worried and with the tremendous uncertainty it 
was hard to explain or reassure them. However by the grace of God none of the staff 
required admission or oxygen. No one needed to be referred or ventilated and over a 
few months the numbers came down.  
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We had to convert an entire floor of the hospital into a Covid facility on request from the Government and we 
were able to do this and we treated numerous Covid patients. At the community level we distributed dry rations 
and dignity  kits to thousands of families. We were able to help a few people with income generating support. We 
saw that miraculously Covid did not affect us as bad as it had in the west. However without accurate statistics it is 
very hard to know the real impact of Covid. 

The months of October and November saw the staff return to a state of normalcy with all of us being able to enjoy 
a good Christmas season without the fear that had engulfed us the whole of last year. Work picked up and income 
picked up. We were able to pay all salaries and clear all arrears. It was indeed a miracle that we made it through 
without having to stop salaries or stop vendor payments. We could complete many infrastructure projects and 
finally get the CT scan installed. There were delays but things did get done. 

There were a lot of lessons we did learn from the last year: 

We felt Gods presence throughout the year. We prayed a lot and it brought us very close to God. We prayed 
almost every single day in the recreation hall pleading with God for his mercy. We now know that prayer does 
work as we saw that first hand. We learnt a new renewed dependence on God and his mercy 

 
People within the Duncan family came together supporting each other in numerous ways. Despite the de-
layed salaries and staggered payments numerous staff came up to me and told me that they were with me in 
these difficult times. I still remember a senior staff sit me down and reassure me that all will be well. My eyes 
watered up and I choked when I felt the concern he had for me. When staffs were quarantined friends and 
families supported each other with food and other needs. 

 
The support that came to us from brothers and sisters within the country and overseas was at times over-
whelming. There was a time when we were wondering how to tide over these crises when we received mails 
telling us that financial help was on the way and all we had to do was ask for our needs. We were short of PPE 
and support poured in providing us with PPE. We heard of people praying for us and thinking about us and 
being concerned for us. Many times just knowing this kept us going on. I would like to thank The Duncan trust 
(The MacKays and their friends), EMMS, SIM, Tata trust, ect and numerous individual donors who are too 
many to name. 

 
The way the Government dealt with us was so amazing. The DM was so supportive of us and allowed us to 
manage the Covid cases with almost nil interference. They trusted us and we could ask them for help and sup-
port. I saw Gods hands in how this relationship grew. 

 
I saw God heal all our staff as none were severely affected. 

 
In conclusion I want to thank God for taking us through 2020 like he took the Israel-
ites though the wilderness. I want to thank him for his manna that kept us alive. I 
would like to end with the clear belief that 2021 is a year we can be fully depend 
on God to lead us through whatever life may bring to us. 

 

Dr PRABHU JOSEPH 

MANAGING DIRECTOR  

THE DUNCAN HOSPITAL 
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FROM THE COMMUNITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT : 

 

We had a series of lockdown since March 2020 but in the midst of all these problems we were able to 
continue our work among the poor & marginalized. We were able to adjust to “New Normal” & could 
design various “strategies” to help & support our community in the midst of all problems that came 
because of Corona pandemic. 

Though approximately 50% of our project staff working in community health & development projects 
became positive for covid-19 but by God’s grace none of them had any major complications & all re-
covered well & joined back their respective duties both in the field & in office. 

 We want to thank God for funders who came forward to help our communities at the time when we 
needed them most. Food distribution among the multitude in terms of dry ration packets helped 
them tide over not only hunger period but definitely saved so many people especially old age people , 
women, widows & young children from near starvation deaths. We were also able to distribute sani-
tary kits which were a great help to our people in the community. 

 Our place is a rich source of daily wage laborers not only within the state but also inter-state & the 
covid-19 crisis brought a huge number of migrants back to our villages without any job. More than 
70% of our working population in villages are daily wage laborers & they too lost their ongoing daily 
livelihood activities. So in midst of all this, we want to thank God, that we were able to provide many 
livelihood activities to people who needed the most. 

For example: Mask making ventures, tea shops, food shops, vegetable shops, buffaloes rearing e.t.c. 

In the midst of covid-19 crisis we were also able to help many patients from our communities to un-
dergo treatment for varied health ailments at a very subsidized cost. 

Finally we want to thank God that slowly our communities are getting back to normal.                      
Once again people are now able to migrate for livelihood measures & daily wage labourers too are 
able to access varied livelihood measures. We praise and thank God for enabling our projects to work 
even in the midst of pandemic. Praise God for all the people who stood with us and support us im-
measurably. We pray that in this year as well, we would continue to work for the communities and 
their transformation. 

 

Project Director, 

                Dr. Vandana Kanth  

      PROJECT DIRECTOR,  DUNCAN HOSPITAL 
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WELCOME CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION MARKED THE BEGINNING OF THE 

MONTH OF DECEMBER: 
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SPORTS FOR THE CAMPUS KIDS AND STAFF:  

 

The recreation committee and the Christmas organizing committee arranged for 

the Duncan sports for the campus kids and the staff. Everyone took an active 

part in the games and it was a fun-filled day.  
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INTER-DEPARTMENT AS WELL AS NURSING MELA : 

 

All the departments took an active part in participating in the inter department 

mela and also the nursing mela. It was a time of refreshment after a long period 

of isolation and fear of the pandemic. The mela was thoroughly enjoyed by all 

the staff and the campus kids. 

 

 

INTER DEPARTMENT MELA OPENING BY  

DR VANDANA KANTH 

NURSING MELA OPENING BY DR NOVIN 
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THE DUNCAN GARDEN PARTY: 

 

This year the Duncan Garden party witnessed a change, in which the events 

were department based and not region based. The cold winter season did not 

affect the enthusiasm of the participants as well as the spectators.  
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OFFICERS’ CHRISTMAS PROGRAM AND GET-TOGETHER: 

 
Every year Duncan host’s a “Christmas dinner and fellowship” for all the government officers and well wishers in Raxaul and 

Birgunj. This year also we saw a good participation  of all the government officers including Labor Superintendent, Additional 

Director- child protection, Child Protection Officer Motihar, Labor Enforcement officer Motihari , doctors and business people 

and well wishers as well. God’s word was shared by Mr Israel and Dr Prabhu gave a  presentation about  the Duncan Hospi-

tal , its history and legacy along with the present day facilities at the hospital.  The program was well received and appreciat-

ed by everyone who attended. 
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THE MUCH AWAITED DHARMSHALA INAUGURATION: 

 
The new Dharmshala was ready for inauguration in the midst of the cold winter season. This beautiful 

building is going to be a blessing for our patients and their families, who require a longer stay in the hospi-

tal for treatment and also for those in need of place to stay, who are travelling from far of places for their 

treatment. We want to thank the people who supported the building construction  in terms of financial 

help as well as prayer support. Special appreciation for Mr Israel and his team for putting in their hard work 

in bring up this building and the management who initiated this project.  
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CHAMPAPUR NEW BUILDING INAUGURATION: 

 

The 1st floor construction of the champapur building was completed, which in-

cludes two big rooms for stay/ meetings and two smaller rooms with attached 

bathrooms as a faculty/ guest room. We want to thank God and the people 

who supported in this cause. The CHDP team along with the hospital team 

dedicated the new building.  

“Buffalo rearing” as part of income generation program, is also initiated there. 
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NEW MEMBERS : 

 
 Mr Blesso R.S                               - Occupational therapist 

 KM Kumari 

 KM Jyoti 

 Sanjay Bhagat 

 

 

 

PRAYER AND PRAISE POINTS: 

 

 Pray for the on-going demolishing work and the safety of our labour staff. 

 Pray for the nursing college planning and other administrative works. 

 Pray for Mr Anjul as his wife undergoes treatment for major illness at CMC Vellore. 

 Praise God for the staff who went for their treatment to CMC Vellore and else where came back well. 

 Praise God for the good Christmas Season and protection of our staff and their families. 

 

 

Some pictures of the Demolishing work under progress: 
 

 

NURSING SERVICES 


